Tradeoffs limit the evolution of male traits that are attractive to females
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Tradeoffs occur between a variety of traits in a diversity of organisms, and these tradeoffs can have major effects on ecological and evolutionary processes. Far less is known, however, about tradeoffs between male traits that affect mate attraction than about tradeoffs between other types of traits. Previous results indicate that females of the variable field cricket, Gryllus lineaticeps, prefer male songs with higher chirp rates and longer chirp durations. In the current study, we tested the hypothesis that a tradeoff between these traits affects the evolution of male song. The two traits were negatively correlated among full-sibling families, consistent with a genetically based tradeoff, and the tradeoff was stronger when nutrients were limiting. In addition, for males from 12 populations reared in a common environment, the traits were negatively correlated within populations, the strength of the tradeoff was largely invariant across populations, and the within-population tradeoff predicted how the traits have evolved among populations. A widespread tradeoff thus affects male trait evolution. Finally, for males from four populations assayed in the field, the traits were negatively correlated within and among populations. The tradeoff is thus robust to the presence of environmental factors that might mask its effects. Together, our results indicate there is a fundamental tradeoff between male traits that: (i) limits the ability of males to produce multiple attractive traits; (ii) limits how male traits evolve; and (iii) might favour plasticity in female mating preferences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Resource allocation tradeoffs are fundamental for understanding most ecological and evolutionary process. If resources are limiting, any allele that increases the amount of resources allocated to one trait can have negative pleiotropic consequences, reducing the resources that can be allocated to other traits [1,2]. Detecting tradeoffs can sometimes be difficult because variation in resource acquisition can mask variation in resource allocation; individuals able to acquire more resources may be able to allocate more resources to all of their traits, causing traits to be positively rather than negatively genetically correlated [3]. Nonetheless, there is widespread evidence that allocation tradeoffs occur [4–7]. When they do occur, allocation tradeoffs can affect a variety of processes, including the social and environmental interactions of individuals [8], population dynamics [9], community structure [10] and the evolution of physiological, behavioural, morphological and life-history traits [4–7,11]. While previous studies have examined tradeoffs involving sexually selected traits [12–17], less is known about tradeoffs between the traits that males use to attract females. This information is important, however, for understanding the limitations on how male traits can evolve in response to female mate choice, and potentially for understanding the evolution of female mating preferences.

When males advertise for mates, they often produce multiple signal types, and signals with multiple components, many of which may affect female mate choice [18]. Females often prefer these signals because the males producing them provide high fitness alleles to offspring or material resources to females or offspring [19,20]. Male traits preferred by females can be costly to produce and maintain [21], and if resources are limited, males may often be forced to trade off the resources they allocate to different traits. One reason for the paucity of studies on tradeoffs between male traits preferred by females might be the general focus of sexual selection research on the good gene mechanism [22], combined with an expectation that when two male traits are positively correlated with male fitness, they should be positively correlated with each other [23]. For example, males of higher fitness, because they acquire more resources, might be able to simultaneously allocate more to all of their traits. Whether male traits positively or negatively covary with each other, however, will depend, in part, on the relative variation among males in resource acquisition and resource allocation [3,24–26]. If there is more variation among males in how they allocate resources to two traits than there is in the resources they acquire, there will tend to be a negative correlation between the traits. Research on life-history traits, for example, has shown that allocation tradeoffs can occur even in the presence of substantial genetic variation in resource acquisition [27]. In addition, tradeoffs may result from allocation decisions that are largely unrelated to resource acquisition. For example, time is a fixed resource, and if two signals cannot be produced simultaneously, an increase in the
time spent producing one may require a reduction in the time spent producing another. Finally, tradeoffs can result from biomechanical constraints on signal production; morphological structures that allow for the production of one type of signal may preclude the production of others [28].

In some animals, there is a negative phenotypic correlation between male traits preferred by females [29–31], suggesting that tradeoffs may be common. Phenotypic correlations, however, can sometimes be unreliable predictors of genetically based tradeoffs [32]. One of the few studies to examine genetically based tradeoffs between male traits preferred by females found negative genetic correlations [33]. In at least some animals, it thus appears that males may be limited in their ability to produce multiple attractive traits. Whether tradeoffs limit how male traits evolve is not clear. Comparisons among species of birds, for example, have provided mixed support for the hypothesis of evolutionarily important tradeoffs [34–37], although the results of such studies may be difficult to interpret [38].

We report the results of three studies that tested the hypothesis that there are tradeoffs between male traits, and that these tradeoffs limit how male signals evolve. Our study animal was the variable field cricket, Gryllus lineaticeps. In this species, males produce a calling song to attract females, and male songs vary in chirp rate and chirp duration. The chirps consist of strings of pulses, and each pulse is produced using one cycle of opening and closing of the forewings. Higher chirp rates result from the production of more pulse strings per unit time, which requires more wing movement, while longer chirp durations result from the production of longer pulse strings, which also requires more wing movement. Resource or biomechanical limitations might preclude males from increasing the number of wing movements per unit time, and thus from simultaneously producing high rates and long durations. Both song traits tend to be expensive for males to produce [39,40], but both increase a male’s attractiveness to females [41–43]. Females appear to express preferences because they receive a fecundity benefit when they mate with males that produce higher chirp rates, and a longevity benefit when they mate with males that produce longer chirp durations [31], although these benefits can be environment-dependent [44]. In addition, there is a negative phenotypic correlation between the song traits in at least one population [31]. First, we examined the relationship between chirp rate and duration within and among four populations using field recordings of wild males. This allowed us to assess whether, despite possible genetic and environmental variation in the resources acquired by males, a tradeoff found under controlled environmental conditions affects how male signals covary in nature.

2. METHODS

(a) Tradeoffs within and among genotypes in two nutritional environments

To examine tradeoffs within and among genotypes, we used the second- and third-generation offspring of females collected from Tucker’s Grove County Park, Santa Barbara, CA, USA (34.4527, −119.7842). Random matings between individuals from different families were used to propagate the crickets in the laboratory [44].

The rearing environments and the song recording methods have been previously described [44]. In brief, nymphs from 24 full-sibling families were selected at the third instar and half were individually raised on a high-nutrition diet and half were individually raised on a low-nutrition diet. Upon their final moult, males were randomly assigned a high-nutrition or low-nutrition diet, and were maintained on this diet throughout the experiment. Each family thus had males represented in all juvenile and adult nutrition combinations. A study using the same dataset indicated that the juvenile diet had no effect on adult chirp rate [44], and exploratory analyses for the current study indicated that juvenile diet had no effect on the relationship between chirp duration and chirp rate. It was thus not included as a factor in the analyses we report. Male songs were recorded 8 days after their final moult during the 10 h dark period of the 14 L: 10 D cycle. We recorded approximately 2 min of singing by each male, and for each recording, we calculated the male’s chirp rate (chirps/s) and the mean duration of all chirps produced (ms).

The temperatures at which males were recorded varied from 22.5°C to 26°C. Because male song characters are affected by temperature [40,42], we adjusted each song character to 25°C prior to analysis, using the statistical relationship between each character and temperature [31,44]. We recorded 185 males from the 24 families (mean = 7.7 males/family).

We used linear mixed models (the xtmixed function of Stata v. 10, StataCorp, with maximum-likelihood estimation) to examine the effects of chirp duration and adult nutritional environment on chirp rate. Because we were interested in separating the within- and among-family effects of chirp duration on chirp rate, two separate predictor variables were derived for each male from the chirp duration measures [46,47]: mean family chirp duration (the mean of the male’s family) and within-family deviation in chirp duration (the male’s deviation from the family mean). The models included chirp rate as the dependent variable and four fixed factors: mean family chirp duration, within-family deviation in chirp duration, nutritional environment and the interaction between mean family chirp duration and nutritional environment. Male family was included as a random effect. We used a likelihood ratio test to determine whether a model with random within-family slopes (variation among families in the strength of the within-family tradeoff) and random intercepts (variation among families in chirp rate) provided a significantly better fit to the data than did a model with only random intercepts. If not, this would indicate little variation among families in the strength of the
within-family tradeoff, in which case, we used the model with only random intercepts [47]. In follow-up analyses that examined tradeoffs within each nutritional environment, critical \( p \)-values were adjusted using a Bonferroni correction. A negative effect of mean family chirp duration would be consistent with a genetically based tradeoff between chirp duration and rate (although the strength of the relationship does not provide a reliable estimate of the strength of the genetic correlation [48]). A negative effect of within-family deviation in chirp duration would be consistent with a phenotypic tradeoff within families between the two traits. Finally, an effect of the interaction between mean family chirp duration and nutritional environment would be consistent with an effect of diet on the strength of a genetically based tradeoff.

(b) Tradeoffs within and among populations: males reared in a common environment

To examine the relationship between chirp rate and chirp duration within and among populations, we collected females from 12 populations in California (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). These females had mated in the field and most laid eggs in the laboratory. The average pairwise linear distance between the populations was 221.1 km, \( n = 66 \) pairs, minimum = 32 km, maximum = 604.6 km. The rearing and recording methods were identical to those of the first study, except that males were fed ad libitum cat chow throughout their lives and were not separated into individual containers until shortly before their final moult. This diet has effects on male traits that are similar to the low-nutrition diet described above. For example, both the cat chow diet and the low-nutrition diet result in a positive relationship between male chirp rate and female fecundity benefits, whereas the high-nutrition diet results in a negative relationship (cf. [31,44]). All males used were from the second or third laboratory generation. This common garden-rearing design reduced environmental effects on chirp rate and duration. As a result, variation among populations in these traits can largely be attributed to evolved genetic differences.

We recorded 915 males from the 12 populations (mean = 76.3 males/population, range = 71–83) during the 10 h dark period of the 14 L:10 D cycle. Within each population, we recorded more than one male from most full-sibling families (mean = 2.4 males/family/population, range = 1.7–3.1). The temperatures at which males were recorded varied from 21.8°C to 24°C, and prior to analyses, we adjusted each song character to the average recording temperature (see above).

We used linear mixed models to examine the effect of chirp duration on chirp rate. We used the approach described above to separate among- and within-population effects of chirp duration. The models included chirp rate as the dependent variable and two fixed factors: mean population chirp duration and within-population deviation in chirp duration. Population was included as a random effect. In addition, because more than one male was recorded from the full-sibling families within each population, male family was included as a random effect that was nested within population. As described above, we used a likelihood ratio test to determine whether a model with random within-population slopes and intercepts provided a significantly better fit to the data than did a model with only random intercepts. If not, this would indicate that there is little variation among populations in the strength of the within-population tradeoff, in which case we used the model with only random intercepts. A negative effect of mean population chirp duration would be consistent with an evolutionary tradeoff between chirp duration and rate. A negative effect of within-population deviation in chirp duration would be consistent with a phenotypic tradeoff within populations between the two traits. After estimating the model, we tested whether the slope of the among-population tradeoff differed from the slope of the within-population tradeoff (i.e. whether the among-population effect minus the within-population effect significantly differed from zero). Similar slopes would suggest that the phenotypic tradeoff within populations predicts the evolutionary tradeoff.

(c) Tradeoffs within and among populations: males under natural conditions

To examine the relationship between chirp rate and chirp duration in wild populations, we recorded the songs of males from four of the populations used in the above studies: Santa Barbara (\( n = 14 \)), Sedgwick Reserve (\( n = 35 \)), Hastings Natural History Reservation (\( n = 23 \)), and Academy (\( n = 10 \)). Recordings were made and analysed as previously described [31]. Temperatures were recorded from a singing male’s position immediately following each recording, and prior to analysis, chirp rate and duration were adjusted to the average recording temperature (see above). Our analytical approach was identical to that used for the common environment population study, except that the relatedness of males within a population was not known, so male family was not included in the statistical models.

3. RESULTS

(a) Tradeoffs within and among genotypes in two nutritional environments

A model with random within-family slopes and random intercepts did not provide a significantly better fit to the data than did a model with only random intercepts (likelihood ratio test: \( X^2_a = 1.89, p = 0.389 \)). There was thus no evidence that the families differed in the strength of the tradeoff between the two traits (figure 1a). Subsequent tests used only the model with random intercepts (table 1).

There was a significant within-family (phenotypic) effect of chirp duration on chirp rate: males that produced longer chirp durations, relative to their siblings, produced lower chirp rates. There was also a significant effect of the interaction between mean family chirp duration and nutritional environment, which suggests that there is a genetically based tradeoff that might be contingent upon environmental conditions (figure 1b). Follow-up analyses within each nutrition environment showed that there was a significant negative effect of mean family chirp duration on chirp rate in the low-nutrition environment (coefficient = -26.04, s.e. = 10.12, \( X^2_a = 6.62, p = 0.010 \), critical \( p = 0.025 \)), but not in the high-nutrition environment (coefficient = -10.94, s.e. = 7.24, \( X^2_a = 2.29, p = 0.130 \), critical \( p = 0.025 \)).

(b) Tradeoffs within and among populations: males reared in a common environment

A model with random within-population slopes and random intercepts did not provide a significantly better fit to the data than did a model with only random intercepts (likelihood ratio test: \( X^2_a = 0.01, p = 0.942 \)). There was thus no evidence that the populations differed in the strength of the tradeoff between the two traits (figure 2a).
fit to the data than did a model with only random intercepts (likelihood ratio test: $\chi^2 = 0.82$, $p = 0.665$). There was thus no evidence that the populations differed in the strength of the tradeoff between the two traits (electronic supplementary material, figure S2a). Subsequent tests used only the model with random intercepts (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

There was a significant within-population (phenotypic) effect of chirp duration on chirp rate: males that produced longer chirp durations, relative to other males from the same population, produced lower chirp rates. There was also a significant among-population (evolutionary and/or environmental) effect of chirp duration on chirp rate: males from populations that produced longer mean chirp durations produced lower chirp rates (electronic supplementary material, figure S2b). Finally, there was not a significant difference in the slope of the within-population tradeoff and the slope of the among-population tradeoff ($z_1 = 0.10$, $p = 0.922$). The phenotypic tradeoff within populations is thus similar to the evolutionary and/or environmental tradeoff.

4. DISCUSSION

The combined results of our study provide strong evidence for a fundamental, widespread and evolutionarily important tradeoff between two male traits used by females in mate choice. This tradeoff appears to limit the ability of males to simultaneously produce multiple attractive traits, and limit how male signals evolve. First, we found a negative correlation between chirp rate and duration among full-sibling families. This result is consistent with a genetically based tradeoff that limits the ability of males to produce attractive values of both traits, although traits can covary among full-sibling families because of shared dominance, epistatic and maternal effects. Second, using males reared in a common environment, we found a negative correlation within and among populations between chirp rate and duration, with little variation among populations in the strength of the tradeoff. These results suggest that the tradeoff is widespread and largely unaffected by geographical variation in selection. They also suggest that the tradeoff has affected how male traits have evolved: an evolutionary increase in one trait has been accompanied by an evolutionary decrease in the other.

And third, using field-recorded males, we found a negative correlation within and among populations between chirp rate and duration. The tradeoff thus appears to be expressed across a range of natural environmental conditions. Tradeoffs between male traits preferred by females may be common, and may help to explain broad patterns of correlated trait evolution. For example, there is a negative correlation between call rate and duration across a large taxonomic range of acoustic animals [49], despite the fact that sexual selection commonly favours males with both faster and longer calls [50].

It is not known why there is a tradeoff between chirp rate and duration within and among populations of G. lineaticeps. One major reason that traits can be negatively correlated within populations is correlational selection. Correlational selection occurs when selection favours some trait combinations and disfavours others, which can cause linkage disequilibrium between alleles that affect the expression of each trait [51]. Given that the relationship

Subsequent tests used only the model with random intercepts (table 2).

There was a significant within-population (phenotypic) effect of chirp duration on chirp rate: males that produced longer chirp durations, relative to other males from the same population, produced lower chirp rates. There was also a significant among-population (evolutionary) effect of chirp duration on chirp rate: males from populations that produced longer mean chirp durations produced lower chirp rates (figure 2b). Finally, there was not a significant difference in the slope of the within-population tradeoff and the slope of the among-population tradeoff ($z_1 = -1.13$, $p = 0.257$). The phenotypic tradeoff within populations is thus similar to the evolutionary tradeoff.

(c) Tradeoffs within and among populations: males under natural conditions

A model with random within-population slopes and random intercepts did not provide a significantly better
between chirp rate and duration was largely identical within each population, the pattern of correlational selection would also need to be largely identical to explain our results. While it is possible that correlational selection could produce very similar tradeoffs within each population, selection probably cannot explain the negative correlation among populations. Female choice appears to favour higher values of both traits [41–43], whereas predation by phonotactic parasitoid flies, when it occurs, appears to favour lower values of both traits [41,52,53]. These two major sources of selection on male song predict that the traits will be positively correlated among populations rather than negatively correlated; males should produce higher chirp rates and longer chirp durations in populations in which sexual selection is stronger and/or natural selection is weaker.

A second major reason that traits can be negatively correlated is antagonistic pleiotropy: alleles that mediate resource allocation decisions can have pleiotropic consequences for the expression of multiple traits [4,54]. Higher chirp rates and longer chirp durations both require more wing movement, and if males have limited energy resources to power singing, alleles that cause males to produce higher chirp rates may require them to produce shorter chirp durations. Our result showing that the tradeoff might be stronger in a low-nutrition environment than in a high-nutrition environment is consistent with an energy allocation tradeoff. A strong test of this hypothesis, however, requires an understanding of the mechanistic basis of the tradeoff [6,55].

There is one type of resource allocation tradeoff that we can unambiguously reject. For acoustic animals, time is a limiting resource because there is an absolute ceiling on the proportion of time that an individual can produce sound. An individual can increase the rate at which it produces a signal, the duration of its signal, or both, but once it approaches continuous sound production, it cannot increase one signal character without reducing the other. In our laboratory studies, the mean proportion of time that males produced song (chirp rate × chirp duration) was 0.22 (maximum = 0.41). And in our field study, the mean proportion of time that males produced song was 0.32 (maximum = 0.44). Males could thus produce substantially greater values of both signal types and still not be forced by temporal limitations to trade off one trait for the other. Furthermore, the time allocation hypothesis predicts that the strength of the tradeoff will remain constant across nutritional environments, which is inconsistent with our results.

A third major reason that traits can be negatively correlated is biomechanical constraints: the expression of some

Table 1. Family and diet effects on male chirp rate in G. lineaticeps. Data were analysed using a linear mixed model. Chirp duration (mean) is the among-family effect of chirp duration. Chirp duration (deviation) is the within-family effect of chirp duration. The fixed effects were tested using Wald tests. The random effect was tested using a likelihood ratio test that compared models with and without the random effect. Regression coefficients are presented for the fixed effects, while variance component estimates are presented for the random effect and error terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fixed effects</th>
<th>coefficient</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
<th>X^2</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chirp duration (mean)</td>
<td>−44.349</td>
<td>14.874</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chirp duration (deviation)</td>
<td>−16.345</td>
<td>3.300</td>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adult diet</td>
<td>−1.577</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration (mean) × adult diet</td>
<td>17.478</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random effect and error estimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Relationship within and among populations between chirp duration and chirp rate in G. lineaticeps. (a) Relationship between deviation from the mean population chirp duration and predicted chirp rate within the 12 populations (based on a model with random intercepts and random within-population slopes). (b) Relationship between mean population chirp duration and mean predicted chirp rate (based on a model with random intercepts). For details, see the electronic supplementary material, statistical methods.
traits can preclude the expression of others [56–58]. In birds, for example, the vocal tract features that allow the production of songs with a high trill rate appear to preclude the production of songs with a broad frequency range [28,59,60]. The biomechanical constraint hypothesis predicts that the strength of the tradeoff between chirp rate and duration in G. lineaticeps will remain constant across adult nutritional environments, which is inconsistent with our results.

Tradeoffs between traits may not only have consequences for male signal evolution, but also for female preference evolution. In G. lineaticeps, for example, males with high chirp rates provide seminal fluid products to females during mating that increase female fecundity, whereas males with longer chirp durations provide seminal fluid products that increase female longevity [31]. These male-provided direct benefits have the greatest effect on female fecundity and life span in a low-nutrition environment [31,44], which is the environment in which the tradeoff between chirp rate and duration is strongest. Females might thus be forced to trade off one benefit for the other in some environments. Such tradeoffs might favour plasticity in female-mating preferences. For example, environmental conditions might affect the extent to which the two direct benefits increase female fitness, and if so, females should adjust their preferences for each trait based on environmental conditions. Relative, little is known about tradeoffs in female-mating benefits in other systems, although there is some evidence that females of some species may trade off male parental care and male genetic quality [61,62]. An important area of future research will be to determine whether tradeoffs between male traits cause tradeoffs in female-mating benefits, and if so, to determine the factors that affect how females balance these mating benefits when selecting a mate.
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Table 2. Population effects on male chirp rate in G. lineaticeps. Data were analysed using a linear mixed model. Chirp duration (mean) is the among-population effect of chirp duration. Chirp duration (deviation) is the within-population effect of chirp duration. The fixed and random effects were tested and are presented as in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fixed effects</th>
<th>coefficient</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
<th>$X^2$</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chirp duration (mean)</td>
<td>−8.299</td>
<td>3.404</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chirp duration (deviation)</td>
<td>−4.308</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>23.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random effects and error estimate</td>
<td>s.e.</td>
<td>$X^2$</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male family</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


